Helping You Stay
Safe on the Road
Sergeant Bob’s
Motorcycle Group
Riding Planning Guide
When preparing for a trip, planning is the fun part.
Pouring over maps, whether virtual or spreading oldschool paper maps across the kitchen table is a source of
entertainment and camaraderie. It’s great sharing common
interests with like-minded individuals. This is especially true
for motorcycle riders planning a summer trip.
I will not review the basics of safe motorcycle operations here;
there are plenty of good books and courses available on rider
training, equipment, attitude and motorcycle maintenance.
My goal is to address a few commonly overlooked group
issues and share some personal experiences from my Ontario
Provincial Police motorcycle duties and recreational riding.

When planning a group ride, consider:
The number of riders / length of group
I’m a stickler for a maximum of five or six riders in a row.
When involved in a bigger group, I’ll happily break off with a
few riders or meet you at the destination. This is completely
foreign to those interested in a long line of riders. But I
personally don’t like the long “conga line” approach at all,
regardless of experience and discipline. Long lines leave
participants vulnerable to a host of risks:
-A
 n “accordion” effect of speeding up and
slowing down.
-A
 mysterious tendency to follow the bike in front, even
into a dangerous maneuver such as left hand turns!
-C
 oncentrating on lane formation and abandoning
basic technique.

- Following too close and being surprised by pot holes
and debris.
- Places other bad drivers and riders in a situation where
they try to overtake a long line of riders and inevitably
get caught forcing the driver to pull back into a line of
riders. It’s not the group’s fault, but I have seen group
riders pay the price. This is especially true for winding
roads with limited overtaking opportunities; the exact
“twisty” roads that a group will select when going over
those route maps.
- A large group is often composed of novice and experienced
riders. This can be a good thing, but riding close to a
person you know nothing about is concerning for me. I
like to know, respect, and learn from those close to me.
Naturally, all riders are encouraged to ride at their skill
and comfort level, but I find that control and comfort
weaken in direct proportion to the number of participants.
 emember: Smart planning and strategically placed
R
ride personnel can minimize all these risks but I still
prefer a group of five or six riders. Use your judgement
to decide what you are comfortable with.

Communications
Radios, hand signals, and a brief strategy to address
separated riders will remove confusion, risk and cost.
To my mind, a few basic hand signals are adequate, the
popular rider-to-rider voice equipment will never be a part
of my kit (it interrupts my singing and humming). Aside from
a police dispatcher, I’ve never wanted to speak to anyone
or listen to music when riding. Intercom chit-chat in a group
setting may be handy though.
	
Remember: Develop a plan for the disabled bike /
separated rider and share the plan prior to departure.
Does the group stay behind? Does the stranded rider
send the group onward? Is there a tow available, and if
so, to where?

Sharing group requirements in advance
I like most motorcycles and most motorcyclists, but a lovely
125 cc or scooter may not blend well with an aggressive Gold
Wing group or sport bike enthusiasts. This conflict can be
apparent in periods of highway travel, especially when a fast
highway route is selected to get the group quickly towards
the preferred twisty bits. Similarly, rider attitudes and safety
interests should be related.

I once travelled with a group of “spirited” sport enthusiasts
on my own 600 cc sport bike. Although we enjoyed each
other’s company, I have no interest in repeating the
experience; great fun, but we leaned so hard through the
journey I don’t recall a piece of scenery or single point of
interest! I don’t lolly-gag, but like many riders, I need to take
a look around periodically. No harm in mentioning no alcohol
until the travel day ends, just in case a rider is contemplating
a drink with lunch. Not good at all.
Be sure to obtain travel insurance if you’re heading out
of Canada, or even outside your home province! Select
an auto club tow service with a travel package or shared
rescue plan in your route area then share the details with
your group.
Remember: Passports when packing and charge
up the cell phone. Finally, go ahead and get that
new jacket, the one with a splash of colour or highly
visible material.

Many other group ride arrangements must
be made, but please consider these safety
tips and have fun planning your trip!

The McLennan Group works with OPP Sergeant Bob Paterson
(Retired) to develop and promote these practical safety tips.

To learn more, visit www.tmgsafetytips.ca
These safety tips are for informational purposes only. Following them may decrease, but will not eliminate, risk of loss. Neither The McLennan
Group Insurance Inc. or The McLennan Group Life Insurance Inc. shall be liable for any loss or damage arising out of any use of these tips.

